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Fensterwald appeared as a guest on a rad program, 
called, "Sunday Dialogue" featured by radio statioN;WAVA, 
1/12/69. This was a two-hour show. The first hour. Fenst6rw11 
was interviewed by the narrator regarding the purpose of.theiH 

F-7- 	National Committee to Investigate Assassinations and the seciind, 
hour was answering questions telephonically from the inquirtog 
public. 	 7- 

c_ 	 r 
L Fensterwald stated that the Warren Commission report -4-. 
c' 	is a "fairy story" and that it is false and one of the biggest c., 

"snow jobs VI  ever done. He said the Committee 's office will 
ocated at 927 15th Street, Northwest, Washington, D. C.,_ / 
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Fensterwald intends to link forces with various 
ipdividuals around the country namely Jim Garrison, Harold 
eisberg, Josimk.tbdmpson and others to form an orginiZition 

so that a large-pool of information relating to the assassinations 
will be available. 

ov 	 • , - 
,§' / 	- . 	When this information becomes available,-it is 

/ t__,,, Fensterwald's -intention to force, persuade or embarrass the 
'' Government - to appoint a new Commission or for'Congress to 
,..; reopen the investigation concerning  the assassination 

-President Kennedy.,,He,contends.the trut4 1.111-cose out 
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telephone number 347-3837. 

Fensterwald mentioned at present he h 
does have a Board_of_Directors which include J 
New Orleans areTIT,ITIorney, WilliamtlqEm former-FBI A ent,;44 , 
FtedCOok, Plarisinammo 	ifiThor and 	He-hopes to 
build TanE rives ga ve staff through ftiraTra 	

0
iirned from 	0 

private sources and donations. Thereafter, the staff will 
conduct necessary investigation into the assassinations of 
President John Fitzgerald Kennedy, Martin Luther King, and 
Robert F. Kennedy. 



This is submitted for information. 
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Memo Rosen to DeLOach 
RE: BERNARD FENSTERWALD 

Fensterwald stated he believed there was a definite 
conspiracy involved in the assassination of President Kennedy and 
that there was more than one assassin involved. He indicated he 
doubts very much the Warren Commission's statement that there was 
no conspiracy involved in the assassination of President Kennedy. 
Fensterwald wants to have the photographs of President Kennedy's 
autopsy, currently in the Archives, made available as he believes 
with others of the group with whom he has become aligned, that 
shots which were responsible for President Kennedy's death came 
from the front, rather than from the rear. 

Fensterwald briefly discussed his background as being 
associated with Senator Long's committee on wire tapping and had 
been involved in investigating the Internal Revenue Service and 
the Department of Justice. He was asked by the narrator if he 
intended to investigate the FBI. Fensterwald said he was not 
"doing an investigation of the FBI as such," however, will have 
the advantage of having William  Turner on the Board of Directors 
s well as Fred J. Cookl'who aiii1-33;redgeable about the activities 
f the FBI'and-6ther Government agencies. Fensterwald mentioned Paris 

Flammonde, whom he described as an author who recently wrote the 
book "Why President Kennedy Was Killed." Flammonde takes the 
position in this book that there was a conspiracy involved and 
analyzes the possibilities of who were involved. 

Comments made by Fensterwald regarding the investigation 
of President Kennedy conducted by the Warren Commission readily 
revealed that he was not familiar with the full facts or the 
information contained in the Commission's report. Further he has 
aligned hims6lf with individuals whom we know to be severe critics 
of the Warren Commission, the FBI, the CIA and other Government 
agencies. 

He indicated another purpose he has is "to restore some 
sense of integrity to our Government," as an unsolved 	- 
murder of a President casts doubt on the Government. Therefore, he 
will make efforts to bring an honest investigation "by our 
Government'' into the assassination of President Kennedy. 

From comments made by Fensterwald and because of the 
known background of the individuals with whom he is associating, 
it can be anticipated this group will undoubtedly make unwarranted 
attacks against the FBI in the future. 
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